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Women’s Pearls  – Quotations and Sayings of South African Women 
 
 
I associate women with roundness. Our body features are more round than men’s. Men 
seem to think more in straight lines and blocks, while women think in circles and curves. 
 
That’s the thought that came to my mind when I paged through the book called “Women’s 
Pearls” – Quotations and Sayings of South African Women. The image of the pearl as a 
parable for the women’s sayings is the first and obvious referral to roundness. But what 
caught my attention more, is that the book makes these quotations from every day women, 
go round to other ordinary women, and pass on the simple yet profound wisdom that they 
carry. 
 
The author Jacqueline Williams’ arrangement and interpretation of the quotations makes 
them accessible and fun to read. There are a few personal stories from women who 
remember how the sayings influenced their lives. To me this is a feast of recognition.    
 
The sayings are collected from across South Africa, from different communities. They 
display a rich diversity of cultural and religious backgrounds and most of the official 
languages are included. I even saw Tamil and Gujarati sayings. None of the cultures, 
religions and languages are dominantly present, they all seem to complement each other. 
Even the paintings portray the persons in a “culture neutral”, “religion neutral” and “language 
neutral” way, yet distinctively South African.  
 
It makes the book a delight to read, to page through or to glance at and ponder.  
 
If there is one thing to criticise the book about, it is its shape. It is square. I would have loved 
a round book to emphasise the roundness of the women’s sayings.  
 
I can’t wait for the next publication of South African women’s sayings and hope the author 
will tap from the rich sources of our women and will once again include the full spectrum of 
cultures, religions and languages of communities of our great country. 
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